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A CRITICAL TEST OF
THE SHERIFS’

ROBBER’S CAVE EXPERIMENTS

Intergroup Competition and
Cooperation Between Groups of

Well-Acquainted Individuals

ANDREW TYERMAN
CHRISTOPHER SPENCER

University of Sheffield

Shertf and Sherif’s hypotheses on intergroup competition and cooperation are tested
in a natural setting, involving scout troops in a camping situation, for well-acquainted
subjects rather than for previously unacquainted subjects. In-group solidarity showed
no increase during camps, as would have been predicted by the Sherifs; indeed, a
decrease was found. Intergroup differences in composition and motivation were
reflected in results for intergroup relations, cooperation, and performance. The

Sherifs’ hypotheses on ego involvement and individual responsiveness to appeals for
intergroup cooperation were substantially supported.

Concern for methodological issues has tended to direct social
psychology away from a focus on the individual in actual
relationship with society. Billig (1976) has concluded that &dquo;the
mini-worlds of the experimental situation will be irrelevant
unless they can be related theoretically in some way or another
to the real world.&dquo;

Billig identifies three possible levels of psychological ex-
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planation of these &dquo;larger scale social processes,&dquo; each empha-
sizing a different fundamental process: individual, interper-
sonal, and social. The study of group relations and behavior
has been pursued extensively within each of the three theoretical
frameworks, but with a notable lack of integration of the levels
of explanation. Freud did attempt to combine his conception
of the basic &dquo;constitution&dquo; of individuals with their patterns of

interpersonal behavior, but the adopted frame of reference
remained the individual &dquo;psyche. &dquo;The influence of psychoana-
lytic concepts is apparent in some of the more influential
formulations of interpersonal and group relations such as &dquo;the
authoritarian personality&dquo; (Adorno et al., 1950) and the

&dquo;frustration-aggression&dquo; hypothesis (Dollard et al., 1939).
Tajfel (1977), however, suggests that, although such indi-
vidual-motivational theories may account for individual inter-
action and confrontation, they are insufficient for an adequate
explanation of social relations on a larger scale.

Tajfel’s own theorizing reflects the parallel development of
an ’individual-cognitive’ conceptualization. It is, however,
open to similar criticism in that the individual remains the
essential unit of explanation, but is, at least, viewed in social
context rather than in isolation. Gaming theory represents an
alternative approach to interpersonal and group relations, but
application of its findings is yet to be justified. In one of the few
relevant studies, Sermat (1970) demonstrated that broad

generalizations cannot be made from gaming behavior even to
other contrived laboratory situations, let alone to &dquo;natural&dquo;
interaction between individuals or groups.

These essentially individual theories focus on &dquo;the psycho-
logical processes which are assumed to operate in individuals
in a way which is preliminary to, and independent of, the
effects of social interaction and social context&dquo; (Tajfel, 1977).
At the opposite extreme of a continuum, suggested by Tajfel,
are the majority of social psychological theories, which reject
the reductionistic assumption that group relations can be
explained by interpersonal or individual processes. &dquo;We ...
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must consider both the properties of the group themselves and
the consequences of membership on individuals. Otherwise,
whatever we are studying, we are not studying group&dquo; (Sherif,
1966).

Sherif and Sherif (1969) dismiss as inadequate biological,
individual, and interpersonal models, and propose &dquo;the inter-
disciplinary experimental model.&dquo; Their series of experimental
studies on inter- and intragroup relations (Sherif, 1951, 1966;
Sherif and Sherif, 1953; Sherif et al., 1955, 1961) are important
both methodologically and empirically, representing a much
more meaningful approach to group relations. Their &dquo;quasi-
experimental&dquo; studies (which follow, to some extent, the classic
leadership study of Lewin et al., 1939) enable the development
of group relations to be investigated in naturalistic camps.
Billig (1976) maintains that &dquo;the research itself is a valuable
tour de force and an important landmark in social psychologi-
cal research into intergroup relations.&dquo;
The experiments (described in Sherif and Sherif, 1969)

included four basic stages of development and experimentation:
spontaneous friendship choices, formation of in-groups, inter-
group relations (conflict), and intergroup cooperation (reduc-
tion of conflict).

During the initial stage, activities involved all the boys in a
camping situation, faciliating spontaneous friendship choices
and patterns of interaction. The boys were then separated into
two groups such that two-thirds of friendship choices were in
opposite groups. Activities were then organized for particular
groups and a shift toward in-group solidarity was observed.
During the next stage the two groups were placed in direct
competition in camp chores and sports for an overall group
prize. Intergroup relations deteriorated into overt hostility and
negative out-group stereotypes, with a corresponding increase
in in-group solidarity and positive stereotypes. In the final
stage, &dquo;superordinate goals&dquo; -&dquo;those that have a compelling
appeal for members of each group, but that neither group can
achieve, without the participation of the other&dquo; (Sherif,
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1966)-were introduced to decrease the intergroup tension and
hostility gradually.
The findings relevant to the present study are best summa-

rized by Sherif and Sherif ( 1969):

The stage of intergroup conflict in the experiments showed
unmistakably that the sustained conflict toward goals that each
group desired, but only one could attain, is a sufficient
condition for the rise of hostile, aggressive deeds, the standardi-
sation of social distance justified by derogatory images of the
outgroup, and the rudiments of prejudice (negative attitude). In
addition, the hypotheses were supported that intergroup conflict
produced an increase in ingroup solidarity and pride [emphasis
is added].

The essence of Sherif’s theory is that &dquo;competitive goals
cause intergroup conflict and superordinate goals give rise to
intergroup cooperation&dquo; (Billig, 1976). The nature and psycho-
logical reality of these goals is not, however, developed and the
findings do not specify under what circumstances they are
likely to be subjectively felt, and to what degree. In addition,
Billig and Tajfel (1974) stress the influence of the institution-
alized nature of the competition and conflict, which became a
&dquo;visible&dquo; and &dquo;fully legitimized&dquo; aspect of the social situation,
with relative positions posted and the provision of prizes for
the winners.
The contribution of the experimenters/ camp authorities to

the developing hostilities is considered of prime importance,
illustrated by one particularly bizarre experimental manipula-
tion : the preparation of differentially attractive food for the
respective groups, with half being completely spoiled. Even if
the experimenters were not directly associated with such

episodes, their authenticity, or efficiency at least, seems likely
to have been questioned. In addition, the notable lack of
consistent prevention or discussion of hostilities with sanctions
distinguishes these camps from most, increasing, one suspects,
the natural feelings of uncertainty and unfamiliarity among the
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boys, the potential significance of which is discussed by Tajfel
and Billig (1974).
The conclusion that the existence of conflicting goals is a

sufficient condition for the rise of intergroup hostility has
received partial support from Blake and Mouton (1962) and
Rabbie et al. (1974), but the operation of other contributory
factors is implicated in their experimental settings.
We suggest that the findings of Sherif and Sherif may be

either specific to the particular social structure of their camps
or at least limited to those situations where complete strangers
meet to live and work under competitive conditions. Therefore,
although their experiments represent an acknowledged land-
mark in the development of a more naturalistic social psy-
chology, we argue that it is premature to extrapolate from the
Sherif situation to those more usual ones that involve groups
who have had a long history of interaction.

RATIONALE AND STRUCTURE
OF THE PRESENT STUDY

The present investigation is not an attempt at an exact
replication of the circumstances of the camps or of the specific
tests of Sherif and Sherif’s hypotheses. Rather, it aims to test
these hypotheses in a natural setting where groups of regularly
interacting individuals come together in a competitive situation
that is entirely familiar to them.
A scout troop provides just such a population (an overall

unit thirty strong, subdivided into four patrols, and having
meetings throughout the year); and the troop’s annual fortnight
camp represents just such a situation in which to test the
generality of Sherif and Sherif’s findings. We argue that this
poses a strong test: If the findings fail to generalize between the
two camp settings (differing importantly only in terms of the
amount of prior acquaintance -between the subjects), then it
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seems implausible that Sherif and Sherif’s findings would
apply in less similar social settings.
Whereas the groups in the Sherif and Sherif studies were

composed of previously unacquainted individuals, and met
their camp leaders (and experimenters) as strangers, the

present first author had ten years experience with the scout
troop under study, and the subjects had known each other well
for anywhere from one to four years prior to the camp. Thus, as
an accepted member and leader of the troop, the first author
was able to organize the normal activities in a way to test the
Sherif hypotheses; and his four fellow camp leaders, because
they normally assess the scouts in a number of their regular
activities, could readily be used as experimental observers and
raters, while remaining unaware of the specific hypotheses
under examination.

Again, the normal social organization of the scout camp
replicated what the Sherifs had to contrive in their camp. The
subjects had been accustomed to functioning within their four
distinct patrol groups at previous camps, meetings, and other
activities over a long period. At camp, the seven-boy patrol
units, although in close proximity, have separate patrol sites in
which they cook, eat, and sleep. The patrol, furthermore, is the
unit for organizing activities both on land and on sea (this is a
troop of sea scouts). Again, as in the Sherifs’ studies, intergroup
competition is very much an institutionalized feature of the
scout camp, with, here, daily marks being awarded for
efficiency and camping standards, as well as for the organized
activities. Indeed, the recurrent nature of the interpatrol
competition, over successive camps, accentuates its reality and
importance for the scouts; patrols frequently recall victories
dating back several years. The hypotheses and findings of the
present study can be related most conveniently to the structure
offered by Billig’s (1976) levels of explanation:
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social: intergroup relations and competition
interpersonal: intragroup relations, cooperation, and performance
individual: ego involvement and responsiveness to appeals to

cooperate

It is the overall hypothesis of the study that many of the
Sherif and Sherifs’ findings relate to the transitory nature of
their experimental groups, and will not generalize to competing
groups with a longer-standing pattern of social relations. In
addition, specific hypotheses about the origins of cooperative
behavior are offered at social, interpersonal, and individual
levels.

HYPOTHESES AND FINDINGS

SOCIAL-LEVEL VARIABLES:

INTERGROUP RELATIONS AND COMPETITION

It was hypothesized that in a long-term group, Sherif and
Sherif’s proposed causal relationship between competitive
goals and the development of intergroup conflict and in-group
solidarity would not obtain. In particular, two hypotheses were
offered:

(a) There would be no differential increase in ratings made by the
scouts of the group atmosphere of their patrols relative to their
ratings of the group atmosphere of the troop as a whole
(favoring one’s own group compared to that of others),
although both ratings (using Fiedler’s, 1967, formulation of
Group Atmosphere Scale) were expected to improve during
the two-week camp. A two-factor, repeated-measures analysis
of variance, F test, carried out on the patrol averages

suggested the following conclusions: There was no significant
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overall difference between the ratings of patrol and troop (F =
0.279); there was no significant difference in these ratings over
time (F = 1.037); and there was no significant interaction effect
(F = 2.946). The first hypothesis was, therefore, supported in
that no differential increase in patrol relative to troop atmo-
sphere was recorded, although the expected general rise in both
during the course of the camp was not apparent.

(b) It was further hypothesized that during the camp, there would
be shift from troop (out-group) to patrol (in-group) friendship
choices, as measured on a sociometric questionnaire. (The
group atmosphere and friendship measures were administered
three times, on the second, ninth, and fourteenth days of the
camp, under the guise of the camp leaders’ normal monitoring
of the camp.) Analysis of the sociometric data shows no shift
toward in-group from the high initial level (60%) of out-group
choices during the course of the camp, and as such supports
the second hypothesis.

Sherif and Sherif’s accounts of their camps include very full

descriptions of the escalating hostilities, from the earliest
manifestations of negative stereotypes of the out-group, through
the production of posters denigrating the others and glorifying
the in-group, to actual intergroup attacks. In the present camp,
none of the more extreme phenomena were observed. In none
of the observers’ records is there noted any hint of intergroup
hostility, although out-group stereotypes were apparent in
some of the scout’s discussions: One patrol came to be regarded
as inefficient, and another as officious. In-group solidarity
showed no increase during the camp as would have been
predicted by the Sherifs; indeed, there was an actual fall in
reported solidarity by the last day of camp.

INTERPERSONAL-LEVEL VARIABLES:

INTRAGROUP RELATIONS, COOPERATION,
AND PERFORMANCE

We have argued that, as a rule, social psychology is too little
aware of the idiosyncratic differences between groups, and
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tends to consign such features to the oblivion of the error
variance term, rather than seeing how such variance, immedi-
ately obvious to the casual observer, can be brought within the
scheme of the psychologist’s explanations at both interpersonal
and individual levels.

At the interpersonal level, we predicted that overall group
behavior would reflect the development and style of interaction
within the groups. In particular:

(c) Group cooperation and performance would show a general
improvement during the camp as the groups (patrols) became
more efficient functional units.

(d) Groups would exhibit different and characteristic levels of
cooperation and performance as a function of the degree of
in-group solidarity.

(e) There would be a positive association between group coopera-
tion and performance levels.

Cooperation in group tasks was rated each day by the
experimenters, who used a six-point assessment scale, ranging
from &dquo;spontaneously gave help&dquo; to &dquo;refuse to help, or hinder,&dquo;
for each task. Performance on the camp activities was similarly
rated on criteria appropriate to each activity. Equivalence
between raters in making these somewhat subjective ratings
was attempted by prior training of the four raters (the tasks and
some form of rating being, as already stressed, a normal part of
camp activity), and by using a counterbalanced design, in
which raters were moved around between activities and

groups.
Mean scores for cooperation were calculated for the early,

middle, and late periods of the camp, for each patrol group;
and, although there was overall a slight increase in cooperation
over time, it was insufficient to support hypothesis c. A two-
factor (time and rater) repeated-measures analysis of variance
(F test) showed no significant increase in cooperation over time
(F = 1.539), no significant differences between raters (F =
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1.406), and no interaction effect (F = 1.979). Thus, when one
combines data from the four rather different patrols, with their
varying fortunes in the camp, no general trend emerges. When
they are treated separately, a clear pattern emerges.

Differences in solidarity between patrols, assessed on the
same rating scales, again showed no trend over time (F =

1.105). However, there was a significant and relatively stable
difference between the patrols in their levels and styles of

cooperation (p = 0.05). Such differences, clearly evident to the
subjective observer of the groups, are, more objectively,
relatable to corresponding intergroup differences in group

cooperation and performance scores: significant Spearman’s
rank correlations were found for patrol atmosphere ratings
with cooperation ratings (rho = 0.667, p < 0.05), and for

percentage in-group choices with cooperation (rho = 0.702, p <
0.05).
The performance scores, which represent the rated efficiency

of the patrols, show less variability than the cooperation
scores, although broadly mirroring both the pattern of results
across tasks and the interpatrol differences. A Spearman’s
rank correlation between patrol cooperation and performance
showed a strong positive association, significant at the 0.01 I
level.

It has thus been possible in this experiment to give a
somewhat more objective demonstration of the intuitively
plausible positive association between the degree of in-group
solidarity and the nature of the behavior shown within the
group. The absence of an overall improvement during the
camp in group cooperation and performance can be directly
attributed to the measured differences in in-group solidarity
between the patrols. It was further apparent to the experi-
menters that the interpatrol competition held rather different
attraction for the various patrols: Two of the groups were
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manifestly keen on the contest, another seemed unenthusiastic,
and the fourth indifferent.

Such differences in motivation are clearly a salient factor in
explaining differences in behavior between groups. Sherif and
Sherif’s analysis of intragroup and intergroup relations is
based upon the identification of goals as &dquo;competitive&dquo; and
&dquo;superordinate,&dquo; yet they are assumed, rather than demon-
strated, to hold such an appeal for all. The following section,
therefore, starts by examining the influence of individual
motivational factors on group cooperation and performance,
within the context of the relatively stable pattern of intragroup
social relations.

INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES:

EGO INVOLVEMENT AND

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIVENESS TO
APPEALS FOR INTERGROUP COOPERATION

Within the framework of the interpatrol competitions
organized during the camp, the following hypotheses were
tested:

(f) Ego-involvement of an individual in a particular task will
predict the level of cooperative behavior shown and the level
of performance in the task.

(g) Group cooperation and performance would increase as a

direct result of external stress to the individual group members

upon the value of cooperation. (Sherif and Sherif had found
such appeals ineffective once intergroup hostilities had started;
only the resort to superordinate goals was effective with their
subjects.)

Ego involvement was assessed in the various activities that
formed the ongoing interpatrol competition: It was rated
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independently by all the experimenters on five-point scales for
each subject. A Spearman rank correlation, with transforms to
hold patrol differences constant (patrol scores were expressed
as deviations from the patrol mean), showed a highly significant
correlation between individual ego involvement in the activity
and the level of cooperative behavior shown (as measured
previously), rho = 0.893, p < 0.01, thus supporting hypothesis f.
(In contrast, the level of ego involvement in an activity is no
predictor of the skill demonstrated in the performance of that
task.)

In the present experiment, as in Sherif and Sherif’s studies,
the appeal to the individual’s value of cooperation was made in
the context of a sermon delivered to the assembled camp. Here,
during the usual scout serivce, the sermon was delivered by the
first author, who took as his theme the importance of coopera-
tion between individuals and between patrols, stressing the
necessary interdependence of the subunits in the whole. Effec-
tiveness of this direct appeal, placed as it was in the later part of
the camp, was assessed by comparing the cooperation scores
for individuals in the days before and after the appeal was made.

Despite the fact that the main activity pursued in the days
after the sermon was rated by most subjects as less ego
involving than the bulk of the earlier activities, the level of
cooperative behavior was assessed to have actually increased in
these postappeal tasks (although not by a statistically signifi-
cant amount), suggesting that the appeal had been relatively
effective. However, this average score masks important end-of-
camp differences that emerged between the patrol groups.

Most laboratory studies in social psychology that repeat the
same manipulation upon a series of groups tend to present
their results as if all the groups were cloned from a single ideal
group, whereas one’s everyday experience, both in the lab and
out, suggests otherwise. In the present camp, by the end of the
fortnight away from home, very clear differences had emerged
between the groups: One patrol was in high spirits, having
recovered from its earlier disarray in the competition; another
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patrol had, by this stage, reached a low point in relations
between members. Generalizations across groups may well
need to be the stock-in-trade of experimental social psychology,
but, to echo Sherif and Sherif, in order to understand the
current position of social relations both within and between
real-life groups, one must be in a position to appreciate the
history of these relations.

DISCUSSION

A scout camp was taken as the setting for a test of the
hypotheses of Sherif and Sherif about the inevitability of
intergroup conflict and hostility arising from groups being in
competition for similarity of setting, with one important
subject difference from the Sherifs’series of studies. In many of
the camp activities, in the duration of the camps, and in the
physical segregation of the subunits of the camp, the present
studies are comparable with the classic Sherif and Sherif boys’
camps. The present subjects, however, were not the strangers
of the earlier studies, but, rather, were chosen precisely because
they had several years of previous acquaintance before the
camp, and thus provide a much stronger test of the generaliz-
ability of the hypothesis to long-standing social groupings than
would a replication of Sherif and Sherif’s experiments using
unacquainted individuals.
The situations were further comparable in the initial per-

centage of out-group friendship choices reported by subjects in
the early stages of the camp: 60% in the present study, and 66%
in the Sherifs’ studies. Note, however, that whereas these
interpersonal ties in the Sherif and Sherif studies represent
newly formed short-term acquaintances in a strange environ-
ment, and were thus easily severed as a result of the induced
intergroup competition during the course of the camp, the ties
across the scout troop represent friendships that had long
preceded the camp, and that transcended the subsequent
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intergroup competition. We claim that this, rather than the
Sherifs’ competitions between complete strangers, is closer to
the situation that obtains on most real-life occasions when

groups are brought into competition; and that a whole nexus of
factors, rather than just the Sherifs’ one necessary factor,
mediates the emergence of hostile or collaborative behavior.

Many commentators upon the Sherif and Sherif studies
have stressed the importance of the physical and organizational
segregation of the competing groups; again, we claim that such
segregation does not inevitably lead to the emergence of

intergroup hostilities. Not only were the patrols as segregated
as Sherif and Sherif s subgroups, but, additionally, each patrol
brought with it to camp a continuing sense of identity,
including remembrances of earlier years’ competitions with
the other patrols. Yet no hostility emerged between the patrol
groups; only fairly mild stereotypes of other groups were
bandied about (often well deserved, in the eyes of the

observers), and there was not the increase in in-group solidarity
that the Sherifs predicted.
We therefore suggest that, even where subunits have a strong

sense of separate identity, as long as they have a continuing
superordinate membership, then competition will not lead to
intergroup hostility. Here, the groups are encompassed within
the scout troop as a whole, which has its own identity and
cohesion (evident by the easy mixing at troop campfires and
on outings away from the camp, in strong contrast to what the
Sherifs found). Indeed, in a number of chores, the troop
immediately came together as a unit, whereas in the Sherifs’
camps, such cooperation was only achieved over a series of
such superordinate goals, which gradually dissolved subgroup
identities.
Thus we conclude that the mere existence of separately

acting, competing groups is not a sufficient condition to

produce intergroup conflict and to heighten in-group solidarity.
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These results are in agreement with Stephenson et al. (1976),
who found that intergroup conflict and discrimination do not
naturally occur in industrial negotiation groups (although they
did observe an increase in in-group solidarity during the course
of discussions). Rabbie and Wilkins (1971), in a similar study,
found neither conflict nor a shift toward in-group solidarity.
The particular social context, and the nature of the interper-

sonal ties, both within and across groups, are integral factors,
we argue, in the understanding of intergroup relations; and
they must be seen as mediating the influence of competitive
goals upon intergroup relations. So, too, must the individual
group members’ perceptions of these goals, their level of ego
involvement in the group’s activities, and other factors affecting
in-group cooperative behavior.
The present study of the fortnight camp, with its complex

social structure, has facilitated the analysis of social, interper-
sonal, and individual processes, corresponding to Billig’s
(1976) levels of explanation: Group cooperation and per-
formance have been productively related to social context,
intergroup competition, interpersonal relations, and motiva-
tional factors. In particular, the camp provided an excellent
framework for studying the influence of interpersonal factors
on group solidarity and behavior, which proved essential in the
interpretation of intergroup relations. It is suggested that
group behavior, exemplified in this study, is a function of the
dynamic interaction of the following factors: the structure and
ideology of the social context; intergroup relations; interper-
sonal relations; and individual factors such as motivation,
personality, and ability. This report has progressed from the
&dquo;social&dquo; to the &dquo;individual,&dquo; but no one-way causal explanation
of group behavior is sufficient, and it seems clear that

experimental research in social psychology can be more
productively pursued from the investigation of &dquo;natural&dquo; social
situations, possibly through active participation, as in the

present study.
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